Abstract | We discuss the problem of packing hypercubes into an n-dimensional star graph S(n), which consists of embedding a disjoint union of hypercubes U into S(n) with load 1. Hypercubes in U have from bn=2c to (n + 1) blog 2 nc ? 2 blog 2 nc+1 + 2 dimensions, i.e. they can be as large as any hypercube which can be embedded into S(n) with the techniques proposed by Nigam et al. We show that U can often be embedded into S(n) with optimal expansion (i.e., 1), which contrasts with the growing expansion ratios of previously known techniques.
Introduction
The star graph 1] is regarded as an attractive interconnection network for parallel processing, featuring smaller degree and diameter than a hypercube 8] of comparable size. However, the earlier introduction of hypercube networks, along with their interesting properties, has led to the development of a number of hypercube-con gured parallel computers 8], and of a rich library of hypercube-compatible algorithms 13]. Despite the fact that some parallel algorithms have also been speci cally devised for the star graph (e.g., sorting 14], FFT 7] ), we believe that the repertory of star graphs algorithms can be signi cantly increased via hypercube embeddings.
Previous research on embeddings of hypercubes into star graphs sought to minimize dilation and expansion (de nitions for terms related to packings and embeddings are given in Sec. 2) 15].
Topological di erences between the two networks (e.g., degree and minimum cycle length), however, make it di cult to attain embeddings which minimize these metrics simultaneously 15] . In this paper, we propose an interesting solution to the problem, which is based on an embedding technique referred to as packing. Rather than embedding a single k-dimensional hypercube Q(k) into an ndimensional star graph S(n), we pack a disjoint union U = kmax k=kmin pk?1 j=0 Q j (k) into S(n). U contains p k many copies of each k-dimensional hypercube Q(k), k min k k max , and is embedded with load 1 into S(n). Hypercubes in U can be as large as any hypercube which can be embedded into S(n) with the techniques proposed by Nigam et al. 15] . In this particular case, one can view our packings as an alternative to the embeddings of Nigam et al., in which nodes of S(n) that would otherwise remain unused host additional hypercube embeddings.
Our packings provide an e cient means to port a workload of hypercube algorithms to a star graph. They produce expansion which is either very small or optimal (i.e., 1). The dilation of our packings, however, can either match or be greater than that achieved by the embeddings of Nigam et al. (Nigam et al. propose three di erent embeddings of Q(k) into S(n), which respectively have dilation 2, 3, and 4 15] ). Dilation has been a traditional gure of merit for embeddings, which is due to the fact that the communication latency in older generation parallel computers employing store-and-forward switching varies linearly with path length. Modern switching techniques such as wormhole routing 3] achieve communication latency which is virtually independent of the path length, but only in the absence of additional network tra c. With wormhole routing, metrics such as average dilation and average congestion give a more realistic approximation for the communication slowdown induced by an embedding. Average dilation has been used as a standard performance metric in practical evaluations of embedding heuristics into hypercubes 2], and represents the average length of a path in S(n) corresponding to a link of Q(k). Average congestion measures the average number of times such paths traverse a link of S(n). ( The computation of this metric excludes links of S(n) which are not used by the embedding). Not surprisingly, these metrics are often related, because an increase in average dilation produces greater utilization of the links of S(n).
Wormhole switching prevails in new-generation parallel computers (e.g., the Intel Touchstone DELTA, the Intel Paragon, and Tandem Computers' ServerNet interconnect system), and researchers have considered applying this technology to star graphs. For performance reasons, our packing techniques aim at minimizing both average dilation and average congestion. As described later in the paper, we achieve these goals by employing variable-dilation embeddings (VDEs), and a careful selection of node mapping functions (NMFs) and routing algorithms in S(n). VDEs are formed by hierarchically joining smaller hypercubes, which can be packed with dilation at most 3 is S(n). This technique allows us to embed large hypercubes into S(n), while producing dilation greater than 3 only along the highest hypercube dimensions. We show that our packings and VDEs consistently achieve small average dilation and small average congestion. Another important contribution of VDEs to our packings is exibility: smaller hypercubes can be joined in various ways to support tasks with di erent node allocation requirements.
We use a comprehensive set of performance metrics to thoroughly characterize our packings and VDEs. These include load, expansion, dilation, average dilation, dilation along each hypercube di-by a path in G(k) { i.e., an alternating sequence of nodes and links of G(k), beginning and ending with nodes, in which all nodes (and links) are distinct. The distance between two nodes u and v of G(k) is the length of the shortest path connecting u and v.
An embedding of G(k) into H(n), which we denote by f : G(k) 7 ! H(n), is a mapping of V (G(k)) into V (H(n)), and of E(G(k)) into paths of H(n). G(k) and H(n) are respectively referred to as the guest and the host of f 13] . In this paper, f is uniquely speci ed by a node mapping function (NMF) f V : V (G(k)) 7 ! V (H(n)) and a deterministic routing algorithm r H of H(n). (Deterministic routing is assumed so that congestion-related metrics can be uniquely characterized. While this approach does not precisely capture highly non-deterministic routing algorithms, it still provides valuable insight into routing algorithms that are only partially non-deterministic { e.g., adaptive algorithms with a dominant routing rule. Additional discussion on adaptive routing algorithms is given in Subsec. 5.2).
If we assume that x and y are respectively the source and the destination node, then we denote the path computed by r H in H(n) from x to y by r H (x; y). The image of a node u 2 V (G(k)) is f V (u). The image of a link (u; v) 2 E(G(k)) is either the path f(u; v) = r H (f V (u); f V (v)), when u is the source node, or f(v; u) = r H (f V (v); f V (u)), when v is the source node. (Throughout the paper, we consider only embeddings for which f(u; v) and f(v; u) are identical when viewed as undirected paths. Hence, f(v; u) can be obtained from f(u; v) by reversing the sequence of nodes and links which comprise f(u; v), and vice-versa). The node image of f is f(V (G(k))) = ff V (u) : u 2 V (G(k))g.
The load of f, denoted by (f), is the maximum number of nodes of G(k) that are mapped to any single node of H(n). The expansion of f is X(f) = jV (H(n))j=jV (G(k))j. The dilation of f is d(f) = maxfdist H (f V (u); f V (v)) : (u; v) 2 E(G(k))g, where dist H (x; y) is the distance in H(n) between two nodes x and y of H(n). Let jE(G(k))j P k i=1 (jE i (G(k))j d i (f)) jE(G(k))j (1) Let (u; v) and (x; y) be links of G(k) and H(n), respectively. The congestion induced by (u; v) into (x; y), denoted by cg (x;y) (f(u; v)), is 1 if f(u; v) traverses (x; y), and 0 otherwise. The congestion induced by f into (x; y) is cg (x;y) (f) = P (u;v)2E(G(k)) cg (x;y) (f(u; v)). The congestion of f is cg(f) = maxfcg (x;y) (f) : (x; y) 2 E(H(n))g. The congestion induced by dimension i links of G(k) into H(n) is cg(f(E i (G(k)))) = maxf P (u;v)2Ei(G(k)) cg (x;y) (f(u; v)) : (x; y) 2 E(H(n))g. The link image of f is f(E(G(k))) = f(x; y) 2 E(H(n)) : cg (x;y) (f) 1g. The average congestion of f is: cg avr (f) = P (x;y)2f(E(G(k))) cg (x;y) (f) jf(E(G(k)))j (2) G j (k) denote a disjoint union of p k many copies of each G(k), with k ranging from k min to k max . For each k, we index G j (k) with 0 j < p k . The set of nodes in U is V (U) = fu 2 V (G j (k)) : k min k k max ; 0 j < p k g. Accordingly, the set of links in U is E(U) = f(u; v) 2 E(G j (k)) : k min k k max ; 0 j < p k g. A packing of U into H(n), which we denote by P : U 7 ! H(n), is a mapping of V (U) into V (H(n)) and of E(U) into paths of H(n). P is uniquely speci ed by an NMF P V : V (U) 7 ! V (H(n)) and a deterministic routing algorithm r H of H(n). The image of a node u 2 V (U) is P V (u). The image of a link (u; v) 2 E(U) is the path P(u; v) = r H (P V (u); P V (v)). The node image of P is P(V (U)) = fP V (u) : u 2 V (U)g. P is a xed-sized packing if k min = k max . Otherwise, P is a multiple-sized packing. We denote the embedding of G j (k) into H(n), in the context of P, by P j;k . Note that P j;k can be either a xedor a variable-dilation embedding.
The load of P is the maximum number of nodes in U that are mapped to any single node of H(n), and is denoted by (P). The expansion of P is X(P) = jV (H(n))j=jV (U)j, where jV (U)j = P kmax k=kmin (p k jV (G(k))j). The dilation of P is d(P) = maxfdist H (P V (u); P V (v)) : (u; v) 2 E(U)g.
The average dilation of P is:
Let (u; v) and (x; y) be links of U and of H(n), respectively. The congestion induced by (u; v) into (x; y), denoted by cg (x;y) (P(u; v)), is 1 if P(u; v) traverses (x; y), and 0 otherwise. The congestion induced by P into (x; y) is cg (x;y) (P) = P (u;v)2E(U) cg (x;y) (P(u; v)). The congestion of P is cg(P) = maxfcg (x;y) (P) : (x; y) 2 E(H(n))g. The link image of P is P(E(U)) = f(x; y) 2 E(H(n)) : cg (x;y) (P) 1g. The average congestion of P is: cg avr (P) = P (x;y)2P(E(U)) cg (x;y) (P) jP(E(U))j (4) Finally, packings can be classi ed as symmetric or asymmetric as follows. Let E i (U) denote the subset of dimension i links in E(U), 1 i k max . Let (u 1 ; v 1 ) and (u 2 ; v 2 ) be links of E i (U), and let DIM(P(u 1 ; v 1 )) and DIM(P(u 2 ; v 2 )) denote ordered sequences of dimensions of H(n), which are respectively traversed along P(u 1 ; v 1 ) and P(u 2 ; v 2 ). P is a symmetric packing if DIM(P(u 1 ; v 1 )) = DIM(P(u 2 ; v 2 )), for all (u 1 ; v 1 ); (u 2 ; v 2 ) 2 E i (U), 1 i k max . Otherwise, P is an asymmetric packing.
Preliminaries

Graph de nitions
The guest graph. A k-dimensional hypercube graph Q(k) contains 2 k nodes, which are labeled with binary strings of length k. A node = q 1 : : :q i : : :q k is connected to k distinct nodes, respectively labeled with strings i = q 1 : : :q i : : :q k , 1 i k, where q i denotes the binary negation of bit q i 8]. The link connecting and i is a dimension i link of Q(k).
The host graph. An n-dimensional star graph S(n) contains n! nodes which are labeled with the n! possible permutations of n distinct symbols. In this paper, we use the set of symbols f1, 2, : : :, ng. A node = s 1 : : :s i : : :s n is connected to (n ? 1) distinct nodes, respectively labeled with permutations i = s i : : :s i?1 s 1 s i+1 : : :s n , 2 i n (i.e., i 's label is obtained by exchanging the symbols occupying the rst and the i th positions in 's label) 1]. The link connecting and i is a dimension i link of S(n).
The intermediary graph. Our packings of hypercubes into S(n) use an (n?1)-dimensional mesh of size 2 3 n as an intermediary reference graph. We denote such a graph by M(n ? 1) | {z } i m i+1 : : :m n?1 contains a subset of the nodes of M(n ? 1) whose labels share the same last (n ? i ? 1) coordinates (i.e., m i+1 : : :m n?1 ). From this de nition, it is easy to see that an i-dimensional substar and an (i?1)-dimensional submesh have the same size { i.e., 2 i. Note that M(n ? 1) can also be decomposed in a non-hierarchical fashion into i-dimensional submeshes. Namely, an i-dimensional submesh is a subset of the nodes of M(n?1) whose labels share (n?i?1) xed coordinates (i.e., not necessarily the last).
Permutations, cycles, and related de nitions
Let be a permutation of n symbols. We de ne two categories of cycles (namely, cyclically ordered sets of symbols or positions), and an operator which applies cycles to permutations. An r-symbol cycle, denoted by C r;s = (s 0 : : : s i : : : s r?1 ) s , when applied to , replaces symbol s (i+1)modr in with symbol s i , 0 i < r. An r-position cycle, denoted by C r;p = (p 0 : : : p i : : : p r?1 ) p , when applied to , moves the symbol occupying position p i in to position p (i+1)modr in , 0 i < r. Hence, 2143 (1 2 4) s = 1423, and 2143 (1 2 4) p = 3241. In the special case r = 2, cycles are referred to as transpositions. A transposition of the form (1 i) p , 2 i n, is referred to as a star graph generator, and corresponds to the traversal of a dimension i link of S(n). An We will often use a cyclic representation to express relatively to the identity permutation 1 = 12 : : :n. The position-based cyclic representation of , denoted by PCR( ), consists of the set of position cycles which, when applied to , sorts into 1 using a minimum number of star graph generators 1]. Accordingly, the symbol-based cyclic representation of , denoted by SCR( ), consists of the set of symbol cycles which, when applied to , transforms into 1 using a minimum number of symbol substitutions. For example, PCR(265431) = (1 2 6) p (3 5) p , and SCR(263415) = (1 2 6 5) s . Note that, in either case, a cyclic representation is not unique: the cycles can appear in any order, and the symbols (or positions) within each cycle may be rotated.
In the particular case of PCR( ), we de ne two standard representations. The rst one is referred to as the canonical format 10], in which: a) the lowest numbered position appears rst in each cycle, and b) cycles are ordered from left to right in decreasing order according to their rst position. Equivalently, the reverse canonical format is one in which: a) the highest numbered position appears rst in each cycle which do not contain position 1, b) the lowest numbered position (i.e., 1) appears rst in a cycle which contains position 1, and c) cycles are ordered from left to right in increasing order according to their rst position. Thus, PCR(265431) can be expressed in canonical and reverse canonical format by (3 5) We now de ne two deterministic routing algorithms for S(n), which we denote by r can S and r rcan S . We refer to these algorithms as canonical routing and reverse canonical routing, respectively. Both algorithms are minimal, i.e. they compute shortest-length paths. r can S expresses PCR( sd ) in canonical format, and executes cycles from left to right according to Eq. 5. r rcan S expresses PCR( sd ) in reverse canonical format, and executes cycles from left to right according to Eq. 5. In this paper, we assume that an r-position cycle which includes position 1 is represented such that p0 = 1.
Node mapping functions (NMFs
Overview. Our packings of hypercubes into S(n) use two-step NMFs. Initially, we employ an NMF h V : V (U) 7 ! V (M(n ? 1)), where U denotes a disjoint union of hypercubes. The second step uses an NMF g V : V (M(n ? 1)) 7 ! V (S(n)). The composite NMF P V : V (U) 7 ! V (S(n)) is denoted by P V = h V g V . Using M(n ? 1) as an intermediary reference graph for our embeddings provides a convenient way of dealing with the topological di erences between Q(k) and S(n). It is known that M(n ? 1) can be embedded into S(n) with load 1, expansion 1, and dilation 3 6, 5, 9, 16] .
In the remainder of this subsection, we describe four di erent NMFs g V : V (M(n ? 1)) 7 ! V (S(n)), which we denote by g hier V , g 2 The NMFs g V : V (M(n?1)) 7 ! V (S(n)) presented in this paper embed M(n?1) into S(n) with load 1, expansion 1, and dilation 3 or 4. These NMFs were devised such that the corresponding composite NMFs h V g V produce packings of hypercubes into S(n) with small average dilation and small average congestion (more details on the methodology we used to design our NMFs are given at the end of this subsection). Jwo Sample mappings and properties. . Figure 1 depicts the dilation produced in each link of M(3) by these NMFs. For clarity, not all mesh node labels are shown in Fig. 1 i. Let dist S (x; y) be the distance in S(n) between two nodes x and y of S(n), and let (S(n)) = b3(n ? 1)=2c denote the diameter of S(n) 1]. Hence: dist S (g hier V (!); g hier V (! i; )) min( + 2; (S(n))); 8i 3, Design guidelines for NMFs. As explained earlier in this subsection, three of our NMFs g V : V (M(n ? 1)) 7 ! V (S(n)) are hierarchical. While devising these NMFs, we were concerned with the ways one can utilize star graph nodes, which lie outside the node images of our packings and embeddings of hypercubes into S(n). When such unused nodes exist, they are always arranged as submeshes of M(n ? 1) , and are potential candidates to run mesh algorithms. In some cases, these submeshes are least dimensional, i.e. they can be fully embedded into a substar of S(n). Optionally, an unused substar can execute star graph algorithms.
An opposite scenario would occur under a workload containing a relatively large proportion of mesh and/or star graph algorithms. In this case, only a few substars in S(n) would be needed for hypercube algorithms, included in that same workload. Regardless of algorithm type, substars might need to work together, if there are large tasks in the workload. All these situations can be handled gracefully with a hierarchical NMF, which provide an ideal framework for implementing a exible and e cient environment for mixed workloads. Hierarchical NMFs also make the techniques in this paper applicable to a incrementally scalable variant of the star graph, which is referred to as incomplete star 12]. In this network, one or more substars of S(n) might be physically absent of the system, which allows it to be scaled both incrementally and hierarchically.
Another interesting aspect of hierarchical NMFs is tra c containment. Namely, the routing of any message within a least (i ? .) As we shall see later, it is not surprising that our hierarchical NMFs perform quite well from the viewpoint of average congestion and congestion, when used in association with the reverse canonical routing algorithm r rcan S (see Subsec. 3.3). This is due to the following fact. Consider two nodes ! and ! i which are neighbors along dimension i of M(n ?1), and let and i be their node images in S(n), respectively. Because ! and ! i lie in distinct least (i?1)-dimensional submeshes in M(n?1), routing from to i entails moving between distinct i-dimensional substars in S(n). However, ! and ! i lie in the same least i-dimensional submesh in M(n ? 1) and, consequently, and i belong to the same (i + 1)-dimensional substar in S(n). Thus, routing from and i entails a position cycle of the form (p (i + 1)) p , where 1 p i.
Under canonical routing (r can S ), (p (i + 1)) p is executed by the sequence of star graph generators In addition to the general principles outlined above, some more speci c observations guided the derivation of our three hierarchical NMFs. g hier V was the rst of such NMFs we considered, because it is hierarchical for all i 1. We analyzed the average congestion and congestion induced by g hier V , and investigated how these metrics were a ected by several modi cations to this NMF. During this exploratory process, we used both computer simulations and graphical models of star graphs. The main result of this investigation was g 2?hier V , which was obtained by modifying the initial set of permutations of g hier V (see Table 1a ). Although g 2?hier V is hierarchical only for i > 2, it produces smaller congestion and average congestion than g hier V , for many of our packings and VDEs. In fact, g 2?hier V often exhibits the best overall performance in respect to these metrics, among all of the NMFs we present in this paper.
The third hierarchical NMF we derived was g 3?hier V . Our intent here was to attain an NMF which produces overall minima on average dilation, when used in the context of our packings and VDEs. To achieve this goal, we: a) allowed g 3?hier V to be hierarchical only for i > 3, and b) sought to reduce the dilation between some strategic nodes of M(3), when embedded into S(4), from 3 to 2 (see Lemmas 3 and 5) . While doing so, the dilation on some links of M(3) increased to 4 (see 
A preliminary example
Before giving a detailed presentation of our packing techniques, we present an example which highlights some important concepts. The example consists of a load 1, expansion 1 packing of U = Q(4) Q(3) into S(4), and employs the NMF h V : V (U) 7 ! V (M(3)) depicted in Table 2 and Throughout the example, we assume that these composite NMFs are used in combination with routing algorithm r rcan S . Note that, because both r can S and r rcan S are minimal, a particular selection of routing algorithm a ects only congestionrelated metrics.
To show how congestion and average congestion can be computed, we consider the combination h V g hier V + r rcan S . Figure 3 shows the congestion induced in each link of S(4) by the packing P : U 7 ! S(4) implemented with this combination. Congestion values in Fig. 3 are given as a sum of the form cg 1 + cg 2 , where cg 1 and cg 2 are respectively the congestion induced in a particular link of S(4) by the embeddings of Q(4) and Q(3). Thus, properties of the embeddings of either Q(4) or Q(3) can also be characterized individually. For example, the embedding of Q(4) into S(4), in the context of P : U 7 ! S(4), has dilation 4, average dilation 2.00, congestion 4, and average congestion 2.78. In this section, we discuss template packings of hypercubes into S(n) which, by de nition, have load 1 and dilation at most 3. Template packings are an important foundation for VDEs, which are discussed in Sec. 5. We present both xed-sized and multiple-sized packings, which respectively embed into S(n) a disjoint union U = pk?1 j=0 Q j (k) and a disjoint union U = kmax k=kmin pk?1 j=0 Q j (k). Q(n) is the largest hypercube considered in this paper as far as template packings into S(n) are concerned. In addition, because xed-sized packings of Q(bn=2c) and multiple-sized packings produce expansion 1, we do not discuss the cases k < bn=2c, which can be obtained by breaking up larger hypercubes after they are packed into S(n).
From the viewpoint of how hypercubes are packed into M(n ? 1), we classify our packings as symmetric or asymmetric (see Subsec. 2.2 for de nitions). However, the dimension mapping rules that characterize a given packing technique are not preserved when M(n?1) is ultimately embedded into S(n). For convenience, we extend the classi cation of packings of hypercubes into M(n ? 1) to S(n). Henceforth, we will use such terms as symmetric (or asymmetric) packings of Q(k) into S(n), knowing however that such packings are in fact strictly asymmetric.
Our discussion about xed-sized packings considers both the symmetric and the asymmetric cases. However, our multiple-sized packings are all asymmetric. Symmetric packings provide a very regular arrangement of the copies of Q(k) in M(n ?1), which is particularly useful for constructing VDEs. However, they do not achieve as small expansion as asymmetric packings do. In order to combine the desired features of low expansion and support to VDEs, we build our asymmetric packings as an extension of their symmetric counterparts. Hence, an asymmetric packing will often be the method of choice to pack hypercubes into the star graph.
Intuitively, one should expect smaller expansion when: a) smaller hypercubes are packed into S(n), and b) asymmetric techniques are used.
4.2 Embedding of Q(k) into M(n ? 1), k < n Lemma 6 states a preliminary result upon which our template packings are based:
Lemma 6 Q(k) can be embedded into M(n ? 1) with load 1 and dilation 1, if k < n.
The proof of Lemma 6 is straightforward and is omitted here. The following algorithm imple- With multiple calls to Alg. 1 and a proper selection of arguments origin and use dim, one can pack hypercubes with less than n dimensions into M(n ? 1). To form hypercubes with n or more dimensions, one can hierarchically join smaller hypercubes. For example, in Fig. 2 , Q(4) is embedded with load 1 and dilation 2 into M(3) by joining two Q(3)'s, which we denote by Q 0 (3) and Q 1 (3). Q 0 (3) and Q 1 (3) are embedded into M(3) by using calls to Alg. 1 with origin = 000 and origin = 002, respectively. In either case, use dim = 111.
Symmetric xed-sized packings
In this subsection, we present symmetric xed-sized packings which embed a disjoint union of kdimensional hypercubes into S(n) with load 1 and dilation at most 3. We consider two cases: a) a packing P f , in which a xed k is selected in the range bn=2c k < n, and b) a packing P F , in which a xed k is selected in the range bn=2c < k n, where n 4. Let P f V = h f V g V be the NMF of a symmetric xed-sized packing P f : U f 7 ! S(n). P f can be constructed with load (P f ) = 1, expansion X(P f ) = n! 
A proof for Theor. 1 is presented in Appendix A. The following algorithm implements an NMF P f V : V (U f ) 7 ! V (S(n)), which produces a packing with the properties stated by Theor. 1: 
Algorithm 2 computes use dim and origin, which are used as arguments to Alg. 1. To compute origin, Alg. 2 rst calculates a mixed-radix representation J 1 : : :J n?1 = mix(j) for j, in which a radix r i applies to J i , where:
for even i 2t ? 2 b(i + 1)=2c; otherwise and J i < r i : (13) To convert mix(j) to the decimal base, one can compute dec(J 1 : : :J n?1 ) = P n?1 i=1 (J i R i ) = j, where R i = Q i?1 =0 r`. Accordingly, J i is given with J i = bj=R i?1 c mod r i . For example, for t = 1, mix(j) uses the sequence of radices 1; 1; 2; 2; 3; 3; : : :, which implies that J 1 and J 2 are always set to 0. Moreover, R 1 = 1, R 2 = 1, R 3 = 1, R 4 = 2, R 5 = 4, R 6 = 12, and so on. Hence, mix(23) = 001121. Figure 4a shows how Alg. 2 symmetrically packs U f = Q 0 (4) Q 1 (4) Q 2 (4) Q 3 (4) into M(4), before ultimately embedding M(4) into S(5) via one of the NMFs depicted in Table 1 . In all cases, calls to Alg. 1 are done with use dim = 1111 (i.e., the embedding of each Q j (4) into M(4) employs dimensions 1, 2, 3, and 4 of M (4)). The mixed-radix representations for j = 0, j = 1, j = 2, and j = 3 are 0000, 0010, 0001, and 0011, respectively. The corresponding arguments origin are 0000, 0020, 0002, and 0022, respectively. ; b n 2 c < k n; t = n ? k + 1; and n 4:
Let P F V = h F V g 3?hier V be the NMF of a symmetric xed-sized packing P F : U F 7 ! S(n), where h F V is an NMF of the form h F V : V (U F ) 7 ! V (M(n?1)). P F can be constructed with load (P F ) = 1, expansion X(P F ) = n! p F k 2 k , and dilation d(P F ), where: i (i + 2) n. Discarded submeshes occur along the last b(n + 1)=2c ? t odd-sized dimensions of M(n ? 1). For t = b(n+1)=2c , there are no discarded submeshes (i.e., P f and P F achieve expansion 1 respectively when k = bn=2c and k = bn=2c + 1).
In Subsec. 4.4, we present asymmetric xed-sized packings which pack additional hypercubes in submeshes that are discarded by either P f and P F . This technique proves to be very e ective for reducing expansion. Asymmetric extensions of P f and P F are respectively denoted by P f+ and P F+ , and share some speci cations with their symmetric counterparts. Namely, both P f+ and P F+ are template xed-sized packings, i.e. they have dilation at most 3. Recall that P f is devised to support hypercubes for which bn=2c k n ? 1. P f+ assumes that the number of hypercube dimensions k lies in the range bn=2c < k < n?1, which is justi ed as follows. In the case k = bn=2c, P f already achieves expansion 1. In the case k = n ? 1, additional Q(n ? 1)'s cannot be packed in a discarded submesh M(n ? 1) m i = i] with dilation 1, because M(n ? 1) m i = i] is (n ? 2)-dimensional (see Lemma 6) . Consequently, in order to produce dilation at most 3 in the corresponding packing into S(n), P f+ would have to rule out NMFs g hier V , g 2?hier V , and g mnonh V (see Lemma 5) . For similar reasons, P F+ is devised to support hypercubes for which bn=2c + 1 < k < n.
Asymmetric xed-sized packings
In what follows, we present asymmetric xed-sized packings which embed a disjoint union of kdimensional hypercubes into S(n) with load 1 and dilation at most 3. We consider two cases: a) a packing P f+ , in which a xed k is selected in the range bn=2c < k < n ? 1 , and b) a packing P F+ , in which a xed k is selected in the range bn=2c + 1 < k < n, where n 4. . We can form P f+ such that Q(k)'s in each of the partitions of U f are symmetrically packed into M(n?1). However, because mappings of hypercubes in distinct partitions employ the links of M(n ? 1) di erently, P f + is asymmetric.
As discussed in the proof of Theor. 3, P f + is formed by initially packing U f into S(n) as speci ed by Alg. 
Results on xed-sized packings
We now present quantitative results for the xed-sized packings P f , P F , P f+ and P F+ (Theors. 1-4). We consider the cases n : 4 ! 10, which correspond to star graphs of sizes 24 through 3,628,800. Expansion. Figure 5 depicts expansion ratios produced by our template xed-sized packings, which can be computed from Theors. 1-4. Plots for symmetric (i.e., P f and P F ) and asymmetric packings (i.e., P f+ and P F+ ) are respectively shown with solid and dashed lines in Fig. 5 . To achieve a compact representation for the di erent packing techniques, we use the parameter t in Fig. 5 . Recall that k = n ? t, for packings P f and P f+ , and k = n ? t + 1, for packings P F and P F+ . For example, points with horizontal coordinate n = 10 and parameter t = 1, 2, 3, and 4 in Fig. 5 correspond respectively to: a) packings P f and P f+ of hypercubes with 9, 8, 7, and 6 dimensions, and b) packings P F and P F+ of hypercubes with 10, 9, 8, and 7 dimensions. Note that by reducing the size of the hypercubes being packed, one achieves smaller expansion. For n = 9 and n = 10, for example, the expansion of our symmetric packings drops from 2.46 to 1.13 as we vary t from 1 to 4. Asymmetry also proves to be an e cient technique to achieving denser packings, producing an expansion of at most 1.20 among all asymmetric packings shown in Fig. 5 . Average dilation (packings P f and P f+ ). Figure 6 shows the average dilation achieved by packings P f and P f+ , when used with each of the NMFs g hier V , g 2 Fig. 6 , the average dilation usually increases with the number of hypercube dimensions k. However, in some plots in Figs. 6a-c, d avr (P f ) drops as we move from a packing of Q(n ? 2) into S(n) to a packing of Q(n ? 1) into S(n). The reason for this behavior is as follows. In order to reduce expansion, packings of Q(k) into S(n) do not use dimension 2 links of M(n ? 1), when k < n ? 1 (see Fig. 4 , for example). Recall that hierarchical NMFs produce dilation 2 along dimension 2 links of M(n ? 1) (see Lemmas 1-3). Because packings of Q(n ? 1) into S(n) use dimension 2 links of M(n ? 1), the contribution of such links to d avr (P f ) produces a reduction in average dilation. Average congestion (packings P f and P f+ ). The average congestion of packings P f and P f+ is depicted 3 in Fig. 7 . Our computer simulations covered all combinations of NMFs and routing algorithms presented earlier in this paper. For conciseness, the results shown in Fig. 7 . Such behavior is due to the fact that an increase in average dilation produces greater utilization of the links of S(n), which often re ects into greater average congestion. , an increase in average dilation may be associated with little variation, or even a slight reduction, in average congestion.
Congestion (packings P f and P f+ ). The congestion of packings P f and P f+ was also determined via computer simulations (see Table 4 ). Expressions in Table 4 . We also observe that: a) cg avr (P F+ ) can be up to 8% larger than cg avr (P F ) in Fig. 8b , and b) using P F and P F+ , respectively in lieu of P f and P f+ , typically increases the average congestion by 6 to 12%. Nonetheless, cg(P F ) = cg(P f ), and cg(P F+ ) = cg(P f+ ) (see Table 4 ). Moreover, P F and P F+ achieve smaller expansion than P f and P f+ , respectively (see Fig. 5 ).
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Multiple-sized packings
In this subsection, we present asymmetric multiple-sized packings which embed a disjoint union of hypercubes into S(n) with load 1, expansion 1, and dilation at most 3. We consider two cases: a) a packing P m : U m 7 ! S(n), where U m includes hypercubes having from bn=2c to n ? 1 dimensions, and b) a packing P M : U M 7 ! S(n), where U M includes hypercubes having from bn=2c + 1 to n dimensions, where n 4. The technique used to construct P m can be summarized as follows (a similar approach is used for P M ). Initially, we pack Q(n ? 1)'s into S(n) as described in Subsec. 4.3. Using the submeshes that are left after this step, we pack Q(n ? 2)'s. This process continues with packings of Q(n ? 3); Q(n ? 4); : : :; Q(bn=2c), always using in each step nodes of M(n ? 1) that were not used in previous steps. The resulting packing achieves 100% utilization of S(n), 8n. The average congestion of packings P m and P M is depicted in Fig. 9b 5 Variable-Dilation Embeddings (VDEs)
Description and analytical results
The template packing techniques presented in Sec. 4 pack hypercubes with at most n dimensions into S(n). In this section, we describe how packed hypercubes can be hierarchically joined to form a VDE of Q(k) into S(n), n < k (n + 1) blog 2 nc ? 2 blog 2 nc+1 + 2. This technique produces dilation greater than 3 only along the highest hypercube dimensions, and allows us to embed large hypercubes into S(n). We show that our VDEs consistently achieve small average dilation and small average congestion.
VDEs add a great deal of exibility to our packings. A VDE f : Q(k) 7 ! S(n) is produced by joining 2 k?k copies of Q(k), packed into S(n) by a packing P : U 7 ! S(n). f transforms P into a packing P 0 : U 0 7 ! S(n), where U 0 = U ? Q j0 (k) Q j0+2 k?k ?1 (k) Q 0 (k). The technique can be applied to any subset of hypercubes in U which are symmetrically packed into S(n). Hence, it is possible to construct multiple VDEs from a template packing, which accommodates tasks with a wide range of node allocation requirements.
Recall that all of the template packing techniques presented in Sec. 4 (both symmetric and asymmetric) contain one or more partitions of symmetrically packed hypercubes. VDEs can be used within any of these partitions. In this section, we illustrate the technique for the case of the main partition of packings P f , P f+ , and P m , which contain p f Q(n ?1)'s (see Theors. 1, 3, and 5).
Similar extensions of the technique can be applied to other partitions and packings. Theorem 7 Let F(x; n) = x(n + 1) ? 2 n+1 + 2, and let n,`, and k be integers such that n 4, 2 ` blog 2 nc, and F(`? 1; n) < k F(`; n). There is a variable-dilation embedding h : Q(k) 7 ! M(n ? 
A proof for Theor. 7 is presented in Appendix A. The maximum number of hypercube dimensions which can be achieved with the VDE speci ed in Theor. 7 is F(blog 2 nc; n) = (n + 1) blog 2 nc ? 2 blog 2 nc+1 + 2.
Theorem 8 Let F(x; n) = x(n + 1) ? 2 n+1 + 2, and let n,`, and k be integers such that n 4, 2 ` blog 2 nc, and F(`? 1; n) < k F(`; n). Let Fig. 12 , the routing algorithm r S which produces the smallest average congestion for a given NMF is indicated. A summary of performance metrics is given in Table 6 , which is intended to help the reader identify combinations of f V and r S which produce overall minima on a number of metrics, for several possible embeddings f : Q(k) 7 ! S(n). We consider the cases k : 2 ! 19 and n : 4 ! 10, which correspond respectively to hypercubes of sizes respectively (see Fig. 11 ). f mnonh V , used in combination with r can S , also performs well, especially in embeddings of large hypercubes. In fact, minima on congestion are often produced by this combination when k n + 3. An analysis of log les produced by our simulation program reveals that f mnonh V + r can S consistently produces a fairly uniform distribution of congestion on the links of S(n), which explains this result. Routing algorithms a ect the average congestion of VDEs in a way which is similar to that already observed for our template packings (see Subsecs. 4.5 and 4.7). Namely, hierarchical NMFs perform considerably better when used in combination with the reverse canonical routing algorithm r rcan S . However, f mnonh V produces average congestion metrics which are fairly independent of the choice of routing algorithm. Dilation, congestion, and congestion due to a single hypercube dimension. The careful reader might notice a few larger measures for dilation and congestion in Table 6 , particularly in embeddings of large hypercubes into S(n). It should be noted, however, that our embeddings are aimed at producing small average dilation and small average congestion. As explained in Sec. 1, these metrics are good approximations for the communication slowdown induced by an embedding when the host graph is wormhole-routed 2, 3].
It is also worth noting that several of our VDEs produce congestion 1 or 2 on the links of S(n) when a single dimension of Q(k) is used. This is an interesting result for hypercube algorithms which employ only a fraction of the dimensions of Q(k) at any point of their execution (e.g., SIMD algorithms). Namely, such algorithms are likely to experience very little communication slowdown when ported to a wormhole-routed star graph. Extensions of our VDE techniques, which are described in 4], can produce even larger hypercubes, at the expense of a small increase in dilation.
Further considerations on VDEs
As explained in Subsec. 5.1, VDEs can be implemented within any partition of a packing containing symmetrically packed hypercubes. For example, a template multiple-sized packing P m contains four such partitions in the case n = 5 (see Table 5 , Subsec. 4.6). We can construct a VDE within each of these partitions, which yields a load 1, expansion 1, dilation 4 packing P m 0 : Q(6) Q(5) Q(4) Q(3) 7 ! S(5).
For n > 5, some partitions of our packings cannot be fully utilized by a single VDE. For example, the size of P m 's main partition, in the case n = 6, is 2 2 4 4 6. This partition can be divided into two subpartitions, of sizes 2 2 4 4 4 and 2 2 4 4 2, which can hold a Q(8) and a Q(7), respectively.
By applying these principles to all partitions of a packing, one can implement multiple VDEs.
Consequently, S(n) can execute workloads of hypercube algorithms within a wide range of node allocation requirements. Table 8 This paper presented novel techniques for packing hypercubes into star graphs with load 1. Our packings are an attractive alternative to previously known techniques, which focused on embedding a single hypercube into a star graph. These previously introduced techniques produced expansion ratios which grew quickly with the number of star graph dimensions n, and did not consider the unused nodes in S(n) for additional embeddings. In contrast, our packings produce expansion which is either very small or 1. Moreover, our node mapping functions (NMFs) give control over all of the nodes of S(n), and provide a comprehensive foundation for implementing node allocation strategies. These NMFs employ a two-level mapping: from a k-dimensional hypercube to an (n?1)-dimensional mesh M(n?1), and from M(n?1) to S(n). We envision that our NMFs can provide a exible environment for executing parallel tasks in S(n), supporting algorithms which are originally devised for hypercubes, meshes, and star graphs. Hence, one can dynamically designate subgraphs of S(n) to serve as hosts for hypercubes and meshes, or to execute star graph algorithms. This type of environment is best supported by the hierarchical NMFs we introduced in the paper, in which some classes of submeshes of M(n ? 1) form substars in S(n). Previously proposed embeddings of M(n ? 1) into S(n) did not possess such property. We presented a number of template packings, in which hypercubes are packed into S(n) with dilation at most 3. The types of template packings considered in this paper are: symmetric xed-sized packings, asymmetric xed-sized packings, and asymmetric multiple-sized packings. We demonstrated that, by joining smaller packed hypercubes, one can form embeddings of large hypercubes into S(n). Such embeddings produce dilation greater than 3 only along the highest hypercube dimensions. Our packings and embeddings are designed for performance, and consistently produce small average dilation and small average congestion. These metrics provide a good approximation for the communication slowdown induced by a packing or embedding, and are particularly important when the guest graph employs the wormhole switching technique. We achieve these goals by employing template packings with small dilation, VDEs, and a careful selection of NMFs and routing algorithms.
The paper gives an extensive characterization of our packings and embeddings. Some of the metrics we addressed are load, expansion, dilation, average dilation, congestion, average congestion, and in the case of VDES, congestion due to each of dimension of Q(k).
The measures we attained on average congestion suggest that a wormhole-routed star graph with either 2 or 3 virtual channels per link is likely to support quite well our packings and VDEs. Our simulations considered two deterministic routing algorithms, which we refer to as canonical routing (r can S ) and reverse canonical routing (r rcan S ). Most of our packings and VDEs achieve considerably smaller average congestion and congestion when used in combination with the r rcan S algorithm.
Moreover, incorporating some degree of adaptivity into r rcan S is likely to produce even smaller measures for average congestion and congestion.
A Proofs
A.1 A property of sequences of cycles Before presenting proofs for lemmas and theorems previously stated in the paper, we show that two sequences of cycles and can be applied commutatively to a permutation , if and contain only symbol and position cycles, respectively. This property will be useful for proving Lemmas 1-5. Table 1a for ! and ! i , respectively. Also, let and i respectively denote the sequences of symbol cycles which, once applied to 0 and 0 i , complete the mappings into = g hier V (!) and i = g hier V (! i ) (see Table 1c ).
Let dist S ( ; i ) be the distance in S(n) between and i . We consider the following cases:
Case i = 1. It can be veri ed from Table 1a that Case i 3. In this case, 0 i = 0 . We divide into subsequences of symbol cycles as follows, such that = a b c (see Table 1c Table 1c ).
Case i = 1. It can be veri ed from Table 1a that Table 1a for ! and ! i; , respectively. Let and i; respectively denote the sequences of symbol cycles which, once applied to 0 and 0 i; , complete the mappings into = g hier V (!) and i; = g hier V (! i; ) (see Table 1c ). An absolute upper bound on dist S ( ; i; ) is (S(n)). In fact, this bound is needed just for the case i = 3, = 3, and n = 4. In all other cases, a tighter bound applies, and is derived as follows. We are interested in the case i 3, for which 0 i; = 0 . We divide and i; into subsequences of symbol cycles, as de ned Table 1c ). An absolute upper bound on dist S ( ; i; ) is (S(n)). In fact, this bound is needed just for the case i = 3, = 3, and n = 4. In all other cases, a tighter bound applies, and is derived as follows. We are interested in the case i 3, for which 0 i; = 0 . We divide and i; into subsequences of position cycles, which are analogous to the subsequences of symbol cycles de ned in the proof of This reasoning can be extended to pack Q(n ? 4)'s, Q(n ? 5)'s, and so on, as long as there are unused nodes left in M(n ? 1). Expressions for p m n?t , t 4, can in fact be derived via the same approach adopted for the case t = 3 (recall that k = n ? t). Note that whenever the process used to build P m moves to another class of lower-dimensional hypercubes, we use induced submeshes containing one less odd-sized dimension than those used in the previous step. This process eventually produces a single discarded submesh M(n ? 1) 
P m uses all of the nodes in M(n?1), i.e. it achieves optimal expansion. If we now embed M(n?1) into S(n) using one of the NMFs speci ed in Table 1 , a packing P m with load 1, expansion 1, and dilation d(P m ) is produced. 2 
A.10 Proof of Theorem 7
Throughout the proof, we denote dimensions of Q(k) and M(n ? 1) by i and{, respectively. We hierarchically join Q(n ?1)'s in a disjoint union U k =
